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Main idea and text structure worksheet 5

FrontPage text structure PPT text structure - 20Structure - Ms. Schermerhorn class - sample text structure paragraph structure 20text%20structure%20paragraphs.docx outline 20text%20structure%20paragraphs.docx 20text%20structure%20paragraphs.docx text structure file:///H:/SCOPE-090114-CoreSkillReference-
TextStructures.pdf description or list - includes details to help you image or contact a person, a place, one thing, or an idea of cause and effect - explains why something happened (cause) and what happened as a result (effect). Problem and solution - presents a problem and explains how to solve it.  Comparison and
contrast - similarities and/or differences between the two, such as an event pair, offers time periods, ideas, or sequence locations of events - describe events in the order in which they happened. In this way, it is also called the time order. - QUIA - Text Structure NonFiction Text Text Structure refers to how information is
organized on a crossing. The structure of a text can be changed several times in one effect and even within a paragraph.  Cause and effect: The results of something are explained. Example: The Dodo bird used to roam large flocks across America. Ironically, the two were not frightened by the gun fire. Because of this,
the frontiers kill all the herds in one sitting. Unable to sustain the attacks, Dodo was hunted for extinction. More information about cause and effect of time: Information is organized in the passage of time in order of time. Example: Jack and Jill ran down the hill to get a water cell. Jack fell and broke his crown and Jill came
tumbling after. Learn more about the timely order of comparison and contrast: two or more things described. Their similarities and differences are discussed. Example: Linux and Windows are both operating systems. Computers use them to run programs. Linux is completely free and open source, so users can improve
or otherwise change the source code. Windows is proprietary, so it costs money to use and users are prohibited from changing the source code. Learn more about comparing and contrasting the order of importance: information is expressed as a hierarchy or in preference. Example: Here are three worst things you can
do on a date. First, you can tell. That's not funny and laughs really hard to yourself. It makes you look bad, worse, you can hurt your day. A bad joke may cause your date to whip up to you, therefore ruining the engagement. But the worst thing you can do is you'd love to appear, with proper showering and cleanliness, you
might make your history workless, and that's the worst thing you can do. Learn more about the order of the problem of importance and the solution: a problem is described and the answer or solution is suggested or explained. Example: Every year thousands of people die in traffic accidents involving drugs or alcohol. Life
can be saved if our city adopts a free public taxi service. By providing such a service, we could have prevented our or others from endangering their drunk drivers. Learn more about the problem and the solution sequence/writing process: information is described in the organized stages or a process in the order in which
it occurs. Example: It's easy to eat cereals. First, get your drugs out. Then pour your cereal into the bowl, add the milk to it and enjoy. More info about spatial/descriptive sequence writing: Information is organized in order from space (top to bottom, left to right). Example: When you enter my bedroom, there's a window
ahead of you. On the right it's a cloakroom and TV and it's on the other side of my bed window. Text structure worksheet identifies text structure 1: Read passages. Identify the text structure. Writing pass-through information to the graphic organizer is appropriate. Graphic organizers are available at the top. Suggested
Reading Level for This Text: Grade 6-10Text Text Structure RTFIdentifying Text Structure PDFPreview Worksheet Identification Text Structure in BrowserText Function Your Response Structure 1 | Ereading Worksheet Identifies text structure 2: Read passages and insert information from each crossing into a suitable
graphic organizer. Suggested Reading Level for This Text: Grade 6-10 Identify Text Structure 2 RTFIdentifying Text Structure 2 PDFPreview Identifies Text Structure 2 in Your Web Browser Text Response Structure 2 | Ereading worksheet identifies text structure 3 - read the following passages and determine the text
structure. Then put the information from the text in the appropriate graphics organizer. Remember to focus on the original idea of each paragraph. Suggested Reading Level for This Text: Grade 6-10 Identify text structure 3 RTFIdentifying text structure 3 PDFPreview identifys text structure 3 in your browser text response
action structure 3 | Ereading worksheet identifies text structure 4 - read each pass and determine the text structure. Then put the information from the text in the appropriate graphics organizer. Remember to focus on the original idea of each paragraph. Suggested reading level for this text: Degree Text Structure 4
RTFIdentifying Text Structure 4 PDFPreview Identifies Text Structure 4 in Web Browser You Answer Text Action Structure 4 | Ereading worksheet identifies text structure 5 - On this one-way worksheet, students read five passages and draw graphic organizers on a separate sheet of paper. Hopefully your students will
enjoy these five tornado themed crossings. Suggested Reading Level for This Text: Grade 5-9 Text Structure Identification 5 RTFIdentifying Text Structure 5 PDFPreview Identifys 5 Text Structure in Your Web Browser Text Response Action Structure 5 | Ereading the worksheet structure of the text sheet 6 - another
single-way worksheet where students read five passages and determine the organization's pattern. Students write information from passages to the right graphics organizer on the back or a separate sheet of paper. Suggested Reading Level for This Text: Grade 7-11The Working Sheet Structure 6 RTFText Worksheet
Structure 6 PDFPreview Text Structure Sheet 6 in Your Web Browser Answer Text Structure 7 | Revolutionary War Sheet – Students will read five non-state crossings on america's war on independence. Students will determine the structure of each passage and create visual representation of the text. They will include
information from passageways on their graphic organizers. Suggest reading level for this text: Grade 7-11The only structure 7 | Revolution Sheet RTFText Structure 7 | Revolution War Sheet PDFPreview Text Structure 7 | Revolutionary War Sheets in Your Browser Video Answers Text Structure Sheet 8 – Six passages
related to smartphones to help your students master the text structure. Suggested reading level for this text: Grade 5-9The structure of the worksheet 8 RTF text sheet structure 8 pdf preview text structure sheet 8 in your web browser View response structure sheet 9 – six more non-fiction passages to students practicing
by identifying the text structure. These passages are themed around cats. Suggested reading level for this text: Grade 5-9The structure of the worksheet 9 RTF the structure of the text sheet 9 PDF preview the text structure of the worksheet 9 in your web browser view the response of the text structure of the worksheet
10 – eleven non-fiction passages about fireworks. I think that this one is a little easier than some of the other ones. Suggested reading level for this text: Grade 7-11N Structure Sheet Work 10 RTF Text Structure Worksheet 10 PDF Preview Text Structure Sheet 10 in your web browser Displays text response worksheet
structure 11 – Ten more text structure crossings, this time related to computer. Students read passages, identify the text structure and represent information using the appropriate graphical organizer. Suggested reading level for this text: Grade 6-10The working sheet structure of 11 RTF text 11 PDF worksheet preview
text structure 11 worksheet in your web browser View reply structure text sheet 12 – Six passages about shoes to help your students practice and check their text structure skills. This worksheet is a little easier than some others. Suggested reading level for this text: Grade 4-8The working sheet structure of 12 RTF text
sheet structure 12 PDF preview text structure 12 worksheets in your web browser view the response of the text structure sheet 13 – here's another text structure worksheet that is a little on the easier side to help struggling readers and younger students. The same questions as other worksheets are text structures, but
passages contain fewer challenging vocabulary words. Suggested reading level for this text: Grade 4-8The structure of the worksheet 13 RTF the structure of the text sheet 13 PDF previews the text structure of the 13 worksheet structure in your web browser answers the original idea and the text structure – six non-
fiction crossings where students identify the original idea, represent the text structure, and come up with the appropriate title. Suggested reading level for this text: Class 7-11Main idea and structure of RTFMain text idea and structure of PDFPreview text original idea and text structure and answer original idea and text
structure 2 – six more non-fiction passages where students identify and represent original ideas and text structure. This time the worksheet is themed around robots. Suggested reading level for this text: Grade 6-10Main Idea and Text Structure 2 RTFMain Idea and Text Structure 2 PDFPreview Original Idea and Text
Structure 2 in BrowserView you answer the original idea and text structure 3 – another one-way worksheet with six non-fiction crossings. Students determine the original idea and text structure of each passage and then obtain a suitable title. This worksheet has the theme of amnesia: each passage is about amnesia.
Suggested reading level for this text: Class 7-11Main idea and text structure 3 RTFMain idea and text structure 3 PDFPreview original idea and text structure 3 in your browser answer the original idea and text sheet structure 4 – practice more with the original idea and text structure to keep students sharp. This one is
themed around cars and Petro Culture. Suggest reading level for this text: Grade 5-9Main Idea and Text Structure Sheet 4 RTF Original Idea and Text Structure Worksheet 4 PDF Preview Original Idea and Text Structure Sheet 4 in your web browser display the answer to the original idea and text sheet structure 5 – Here
are five exciting passages about cotton candy. Students read each passage, explain the original idea, create a graphic organizer that represents information in the text, and a title is obtained that reflects the original idea of the crossing. This assignment is slightly easier than other major ice activities and text structure.
Suggest reading level for this Grade 5-9Main Idea and Text Structure Sheet 5 RTF Original Idea and Text Structure Sheet 5 PDF Preview Original Idea and Text Structure Sheet 5 in your web browser View original idea response and text sheet structure 6 – This sheet contains five non-fiction passages themed around
the bike. Students will almost feel that they are cycling rather than doing school work, except that they will be doing school work. This is an excellent practice for standardized tests. Suggested reading level for this text: Grade 6-10Main Idea and Text Structure Sheet 6 RTF Original Idea and Text Structure Sheet 6 PDF
Preview Original Idea and Text Structure Sheet 6 in your web browser View Valentine's Day response Original idea and text structure review sheet work - students you love working through these six passages, express the original idea of each, titling them, and visually showing text using graphic organizers. Suggested
Reading Level for This Text: Grade 6-10Main Idea and Text Structure Review Valentine's Day Worksheet RTFMain Idea and Text Structure Review Valentine's Day Sheet PDFPreview Original Idea and Text Structure Review Valentine's Day Worksheet in BrowserView You Answer Text Structure Activities Text Structure
Lesson: PowerPoint Slides Show About Text Structure Including Cause and Effect, Sequence, Time, Problem and Solution, and Comparison and Contrast with Ten Action Questions. The text structure of the PowerPointPreview text structure lesson in your web browser creates a text structure leaflet - creating a pamphlet
where each page contains a definition of the organization's pattern and an original example. If you decide to work with a partner, each definition should also include an image. Creating a text structured RTFCreate text handout PDFPreview creates a text structure leaflet in your web browser text contest structure - the
contest includes nine passages, each of which is about ice cream, and six questions where students match definitions to the conditions. Each form contains similar questions, answers and distractions. I just arranged the questions. Text Structure Quiz Form A RTFText Structure Quiz Form B RTFText Structure Quiz form
A PDFText Structure Quiz form B RTFPreview Text Structure Quiz FormPreview Text Structure Quiz Form BView Answers to form AView Answers to form B Text Features - Text Features Slideshow Sample Text Structure Paragraphs Problem &amp; Solution Wild chimpanzees are rapidly disappearing.  Some try to
solve this problem. Otherwise chimpanzees may one day exist only in zoos. People are trying to save the rainforests and forests where chimpanzees live from being cut off. It will take many people to work together to solve this problem. Comparison &amp; Contrast Chimpanzees and humans are In many ways.  A baby
chimpanzee laughs when her mother tickles it. After the fight, chimpanzees kiss and wear makeup. When a chimpanzee comforts another, it gives it a hug or a pat on the back. Of course, there are many ways that chimpanzees and humans are different. Chimpanzees are smaller and stronger than humans. An adult
male chimpanzee is three or four feet tall and weighs about 100 pounds. But the chimpanzee can lift more weight than a man who is six feet tall. The cause and effect of chimpanzees live a lot in groups and like each other, but sometimes they struggle. Because they don't want to stay angry with each other after a fight,
they wear makeup by handing over to another and kissing. They show that they are sorry with pats and hugs.  Then the anger goes away. The chimpanzee body sequence is made for climbing and swinging in trees. First, he uses his long arms to reach for a branch. Next, with his flexible hands and feet, he grabs and
hooks into the branch.  Eventually it swings from that branch to another branch of the tree. Its description is fun to read about chimpanzees.  All wild chimpanzees live in Africa.  They live mostly in thick rainforests and in forests.  There are two types, or species, of chimpanzees - common chimpanzees and his bonobo,
also known as pygmies chimpanzees. Film Text structure - Text structure - Text structure - Text structures
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